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Abstract 

Communication is vital to healthcare programmes. This notion emphasizes the need for healthcare 

messages to be crafted in ways that are lucid and simple to the reader—especially the lay man. 

Such an acceptation underlies the thrust of this study which seeks to examine meaning relations in 

multilingual healthcare messages. The rationale is to look at expression choices whose meaning-

specificity in one language should not be lost while translated into other language texts.  Corpora 

for this study would be randomly sourced from healthcare centres in the area of research and 

deselected to reflect healthcare messages on Trachoma, Diabetes, Measles, and Polio. This 

selection has considered the significance of the listed medical conditions in Nigeria, the World 

Health Organization (WHO) and other related bodies. A study of this nature is of immense benefit 

to translators of healthcare messages in the sense that attention should be paid to expression 

appropriateness. Attention would also be drawn to the aspect of ambiguity in a subgenre of 

pseudo-medical language in the sense that semantic shift could affect word denotation and 

connotation. Not the least is its importance to the enlightened multilingual reader whose wide-

ranging lexicography could question word legitimization or flexibility in translated healthcare 

messages. This study argues that, to avoid semantic dissonance, word or expression choices should 

be restricted by the rule of meaning-specificity. Using the referential and relational theories of 

meaning, and employing a descriptive methodology to corpus analysis, this study aims at revealing 

the challenges of semantic abnormality in translated healthcare messages in English, Hausa, 

Yoruba and Igbo in Nigeria. 
 

Keywords: healthcare messages, meaning-specificity, semantic abnormality, multilingual, 

multimodal semantics 

 

Background of the Study 

Semantics concerns the meaning generating 

capacity of words and sentences in relation to 

one another. Thus, semantic normality and 

abnormality relates to the ‘combined-ability’ 

of words as they ‘fit together grammatically’ 

(Cruse, 1990). It is used here loosely as the 

appropriateness of word or term choice as the 

mode of discourse or text demands. Cruse 

stresses on the ‘malleability’ of meaning 

derived from a grammatical construction; in 

this study, it is the meaning-generating- 

image the word creates in terms of 

specificity. Examples would suffice in this 

case; a) Give the patient antibiotics 

(English).Word specificity can be seen in the 

use of antibiotics, which is a subset of the 

term medicine. Next is a translation in Hausa, 

which we will come across later; Aba da 

magunguna (Hausa).The lack of specificity 

in the translated text results from free 

translation where the word magunguna 

simply means medicine. The logical question 

that should come from the bilingual reader or 

patient is what type of medicine? The type of 

medicine to be administered, which readers 
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should know, is not specified in the target 

language (TL); and this lack of specificity 

results in semantic abnormality. 

Meaning is either context bound or text 

dependent. Hence, the choice of words 

determines what it is set to achieve. 

Translated text may pose challenges after 

undergoing free and literal translations. Free 

translation pays more attention to producing 

a text that resembles what should be natural 

to the target language rather than the standard 

translation elements and structure of the 

original language. This is not the case with 

literal based translation which demands an 

adherence to the form and intended meaning 

of the second language. However, this is not 

the case with mechanical translation which 

concerns only the form of the second 

language (Wei Lu and Hong Fang, 2012). 

However, the study is not intended to argue 

for or against what type of translation is the 

best; whether word-by-word translation, 

loose translation of whole sentences or form, 

or intended meaning translation. The point is 

that words that form the specific nucleus of 

meaning are replaced by less appropriate 

ones.  In whatever way it is viewed, as a text 

in one language is translated into another, the 

possibility of non-specificity occurs. 

Semantic abnormality, thus, is a language 

situation where the inappropriateness gap 

becomes wider in the course of translating 

from one text to the other. The existence of 

synonyms, antonyms and hyponyms in 

languages differs considerably—but within a 

particular language, specificity is vital. 

Although, in the fields of semantics and 

translation, it is always argued that cultural 

acceptance determines the meaning of 

expressions (Horwich, 2005; Heim and 

Kratzer, 1998). Free translation runs the risk 

of meaning divergence, not specificity; while 

agreeing that ‘no two languages are 

comprised of just the same words, with just 

the same meaning (Cruse, 1990)’. This 

means that lexical relations, with respect to 

word specificity, become a problem in the 

translated text. A level of liberty, from the 

perspective of free translation, may result in 

meaning distortion and ambiguous translation 

(even within word choices in the translated 

text). This is noticeable among multilingual 

speakers or readers (irrespective of dialectical 

variations) who may fault lexical choices 

made in the translated text. An apt advice by 

Wei Lu and Hong Fang is: 

When it comes to cultural truth, 

however, the translator has to take 

the Target language (TL) reader’s 

reception into account and use 

literal translation meticulously 

(744). 

The incursion of science and technology, 

however, redefines cultural truth. Language 

is meant to define realities. For this reason, 

language should capture the realities of 

intended meaning. 

In the meaning field, verbal, written and 

visual texts play a significant role in 

revealing reality. Modality is dependent on 

context of usage (Kress and van Leeuwen, 

1996; O’Halloran, 2011). It aligns with 

shared beliefs among people about what 

visual images stand for. This is important 

because a word should   say exactly what 

popular perceptions and reality project. In 

today’s world, science and technology has 

brought about innovations that images 

capture, and therefore text in whatever form 

should be specific enough to capture this 

reality. It is expected that if the text fails, the 

images could be activated to fill the 

referential gap. 

In working with discourse that leans towards 

scientific language, there should be a high 

degree of clarity in the language used for 

communication (either verbal, written or 

visual). Investigation into medical personnel 
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and healthcare procedures, medicine pack 

indications and healthcare messages have 

been the subject of several studies. Medical 

discourse on patient-medical staff 

interactions, consultations, diagnosis and 

healthcare perceptions have yielded several 

results. 

From the foregone, the language of medical 

healthcare either for academic or 

occupational purposes is apt. Healthcare 

messages are posted online, printed as 

posters, captured in newspapers, and written 

in signboards for the health awareness of the 

general public. To cover a wider range, most 

of the messages are written in languages 

other than English but carry the same images. 

At this point, the multilingual text emerges. 

In Nigeria, healthcare messages are translated 

into languages commonly spoken by the 

people. The images on these messages (most 

of which are written in English-Hausa and 

Hausa-Yoruba-Igbo) are relevant to visual-

text interpretation. The issue of precise 

interpretation arises when free translation 

substitutes word specificity for intuitive word 

choice. 

Multilingual texts, like healthcare messages, 

translated in other languages other than 

English may not only be subject to multiple 

interpretations, but could create varied 

perceptions. Since healthcare messages are 

important to patients as they undertake 

decisions crucial to their health, the framing 

of the multilingual text is pertinent. 

Purpose of the Study 

Semantic abnormality results from a general 

term replacing a more specific term after 

translation. Though it has been argued that no 

two languages have the same system of 

‘packaging’ meaning or words, specificity 

should not be sacrificed. Language should 

evolve to describe changing realities—and if 

it does—translators, writers or speakers 

should reflect these realities in their word 

choices. To achieve this line of argument, a 

study of semantic abnormality in translated 

multilingual healthcare messages in Nigeria 

is pertinent. The aim of the study is therefore 

achieved through the following objectives: 

identify meaning disparity across translated 

texts; state conceptual choices that serve as 

alternatives to reduce ambiguity;  argue the 

advantages of specificity in composing 

healthcare messages to multilingual speakers. 

The study would inspire significant insight 

on translation specificity not only among 

translators whose services are engaged to 

convert multilingual texts but also translation 

software developers who work on web 

lexicon. By framing better semantic tools for 

easy interpretation, clarity could be achieved. 
 

Literature on Semantics and Healthcare 

Discourse 

Semantics deals with the meaning-carrying 

capacity of a word or an expression in 

relation to others. From the perspective of 

lexical semantics, lexical items carry ‘richer’ 

and ‘more complex’ meanings   than sentence 

meanings (Cruse, 1986, 1990). Although 

Cruse argued that sentence meaning was 

more understandable from the perception of 

‘intuitive judgement’, he reasoned that there 

exists a connection between words and 

expressions   vis-a-vis the things they stood 

for (Ullmann, 1957).  If this is so, the 

selection of a word or a phrasal equivalent in 

a translated language should still keep the 

specificity of the language from which it was 

translated.  Another point pertains to 

‘semantic affinity and dis-affinity’ where, 

according to Cruse, a word in combination 

with another creates a semantic tension; for 

example, the dog neighed. Knowing that that 

action belongs to a class of animal identified 

as a horse generates the semantic dis-affinity 

in that expression. Yet another example given 

is that of affinity through contextual relation. 
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Of particular reference would be ‘The dog 

barked’ and ‘The dog whined.’ It is at this 

point that meaning becomes context bound as 

proposed by the contextual theory of 

meaning (Tognini-Bonelli, 2001). Lexical 

patterning should take cognizance of 

specificity to context of usage—an aberration 

will thus lead to semantic abnormality. Even 

within semantic affinity, specificity 

according to context is needed to concretize 

sense experience. 

According to Cruse, evocative words are 

used to create literature, advertising and 

propaganda. While words are deliberately 

crafted in advertisement and literature, this 

cannot be found in the language of medicine 

or healthcare messages. Frozen metaphors 

and idioms are absent in healthcare messages. 

The language of healthcare messages should 

be specific especially after going through 

translation. Ambiguity results from the 

existence of polysemy and homonymy in 

languages; because the challenge of word 

choices arises in context of usage. For 

instance, though polysemy may exist in a 

word, appropriateness in context is pertinent. 

In other words, hyponyms (specific words) 

are favoured over their superordinate 

variations. In the following sentences, 

appropriateness influences meaning: 

 

 

Polysemy, at the level of lexicography, might 

be found in one language but absent in the 

language in which it is translated into (though 

there exist phrasal equivalents just as found 

in the Hausa examples for types of 

medicine). This runs short of the expectations 

of a multilingual speaker or reader (one who 

is proficient in the two languages) and poses 

a challenge to message specificity. According 

to Cruse, it is often laid down as a cardinal 

principle that perfect synonyms do not exist 

in real languages and therefore a writer or a 

translator is always faced with real choices. 

Word choices make a difference, no matter 

how slight, in the meaning of an expression. 

This point raises the issue of absolute 

synonyms. The argument claims, on one 

hand, that two words are only synonymous if 

they can be interchangeable in contexts 

where they do not alter the degree of 

semantic normality. Thus, after copious 

examples, Cruse concludes that ‘absolute 

synonyms are, at the very least, few and far 

between.’ Near-synonyms, on the other hand, 

lack appropriateness to capture ‘truth-

conditions’ in context. Related to this 

language situation is the existence of 

hyponymy which means word classes of 

general and specific variation. In working 

with hyponyms, the more specific term is 

identified as hyponym and the more general 

is termed superordinate. Meaning related 

complications could be solved with recourse 

to hyponyms. This position adapts Cruse’s 

argument that the effective use of ‘conceptual 

tools’ for naming appropriately is a result of 

 English Hausa Yoruba 

a. Physician, Shew, nurse, doctor, 

pharmacist, laboratory technologist, 

midwife 

Likita, ungwarzoma, Dọkita 

b. Antibiotic, sedative, anaesthetic, 

neurogaesic, aphrodisiac,dermaticide, 

analgesic herbal medicine 

Magani, Kwayoyi 

Or maganin…(tari, 

ciwonkai, 

ciwonshiga,…) 

Ógún, Agbo 
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‘well-constructed’ schema. A word or phrase 

should be specific in terms of capturing 

reality. 

Studies related to healthcare have formed a 

growing bulk of literature. Studies have been 

carried out in doctor-patient discourse in its 

various manifestations (Nwogu,1990; 

Adegbite and Odebunmi,2006; Israel,2014), 

the language of medicine (Fleischman, 

2001;Ainsworth-Vaughn,2001;Maglie, 2009; 

), lexicon of illness and semantic shifts( 

Fleishman, 2001), discourse of medical 

encounter( Ainsworth-Vaughan,2001), 

multimodal discourse analysis of malaria 

drug advertisement (Olowu and 

Akinkurolere,2015), exclusive breastfeeding 

messages ( Tyndall, Kamai and 

Changchangi,2016), and SMS reminder 

messages for altering treatment adherence 

and health seeking perception ( Modrek,  

2016).These studies range from investigating 

linguistic choices used ,pragmatic values of 

such resources, discourse strategies employed 

by all participants and conversational 

analysis of the interactions. However, studies 

on healthcare issues have been silent on the 

way translation across languages results in 

non-specificity in healthcare messages. This 

investigation, therefore, looks at selected 

translated texts for semantic abnormality in 

multilingual texts. 
 

Methodology 

Data selection 

The study adapts insights from the referential 

and relational theories of meaning, and 

employs a descriptive methodology to 

analyse the corpus. Meaning, in the relational 

theory, is hinged on words naming and 

denoting something; a word in this case is 

expected to conjure an object it represents 

(Prasad, 2009). Likewise, the referential 

theory advocates derived meaning from 

relationship of words with other words since 

meaning is tied to a network of contrasts 

(Cruse, 1986). Adapted for this study, also, is 

a multimodal approach which aids the 

interpretation of images and text found in 

some of the healthcare messages.  Corpus for 

this study was randomly selected to reflect 

healthcare messages on Trachoma, Diabetes, 

and Measeles. Healthcare messages were 

restricted to English, Hausa and Yoruba in 

Nigeria; reasons for these border on issues of 

availability and accessibility of material 

owing to the geographical location of the 

researchers. The selection of corpus was done 

by exploiting access to readily available 

posters online and from health centres. 

Others are healthcare messages from 

signboards and newspapers. The rationale 

was to look at different manifestations of 

healthcare messages. Some deal with 

preventive health measures, others on 

curative health measures while others were 

mere health tips, news items and services. 

The same messages in different languages 

selected for the study comprised the pairs 

used for the purpose of comparison. The 

major point is the healthcare based rationale. 

This selection has considered the significance 

of the listed medical conditions in Nigeria, 

WHO and related bodies; since healthcare 

messages are mainly produced by regional, 

national and world healthcare bodies. 

However, limitations are observable. The 

focus is on multilingual texts; but where this 

is absent, the services of bilingual speakers/ 

readers of Hausa-English, or Yoruba-English, 

or Igbo-English were employed to explain 

their understanding of the intended meaning 

captured in the healthcare message. Online 

translation software for languages and 

language dictionaries were also used to cross 

check lexical and textual meanings.  
 

Analytical method 

Analytical tools for both semantic and 

multimodal analyses were adopted. Semantic 
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markers (+,₋ ) were used as systematic 

features of a given language where 

hyponyms could be judged as better 

examples of a concept or idea.  

Next is the semantic triangle, where a symbol 

conjures a thought, image or concept; in turn 

these three refer to an object (referent). The 

multimodal aspect relates to how cultures 

capture reality in the form of images, how 

perceptions are revealed through, and 

influenced by written and visual language. 

Images will be interpreted in relation with the 

accompanying text (Hausa, Yoruba and 

English) to test for discrepancies in meaning 

at the textual and visual levels. Online 

translators, language dictionaries and first 

language speakers of Hausa and Yoruba were 

employed in the interpretation of multilingual 

text. Adopting these methods and tools 

reduces the margin of misinterpretation. 

Data 

The data comprises newspaper information 

on health, posters on preventive and curative 

health, sign-boards on health services, and 

online webpage’s on health messages. Five 

health care messages were analysed. 

 
S/N TEXT LANGUAGE REFERENCE TYPE 

1a. Gwamna Bindow da Komishiniyan Lafiya Dakta 
Fatima Abubakar A Yayin Yaye Kallabin Shirin 
Digawa Yara Maganin Rigakafi A 
KaramarHukumarDemsa 

Hausa Scope Newspaper Vol. 30 No.1416 
www.thescopenewsonline.com.Hausa 

Newspaper 
Vaccination 

1b. Gov. Bindow and his commissioner of Health,Dr. 

Fatima Atiku Abubakar vaccinating one  of the 

numerous children presented during the flag-off 

ceremony in Demsa 

English www.thescopenewsonline.com.English Newspaper 
Vaccination 

2a. Fight Trachoma with Safe Strategy; surgery, 

antibiotics, face washing, environmental 

sanitation 

English Hellen Keller International, November 

2006 

Poster 

Trachoma 

2b. Yaki da CiwonGiranIdo Ta Matakai Mafidacewa 

KamarHaka; aikintiyata, magunguna, wankefuska, 

tsabtanmahali 

Hausa Hellen Keller International, November 

2006 

Poster 

Trachoma 

3a Make a plan for your family. Space your child 

adequately.   

English Group 8 CDI MAUTECH, Yola billboard 

Child spacing 

3b Daidaitatsakaninhaihuwaryara, shine 

farincikindukiyaye. 

 

Hausa Group 8 CDI MAUTECH, Yola Child spacing 

billboard 

4a Vaccinate all children from 9 months to 5 years 

against measles at health facilities or vaccination 

post nearest to you. Measles vaccine is free, safe, 
and saves lives! Ensure your child completes all 

routine immunization before the age of one.Keep 
your child’s immunization card safe! 

English National Primary Healthcare 

Development Agency 

Poster 

Measles 

4b Ayiwayaradagawata 9 zuwashekara 5 

rigakafinKyanda a wuriyirigakafimafikusa da ku. 

Rigakafikyandakyauta ne, 

Hausa National Primary Healthcare 

Development Agency 

Poster 

CiwonKyanda 
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marahadarikumayanacetonrai. Ku tabaryaranku 
sun kamala aluransunarigakafinyara. Ku 

adanakatinrigakafinyaranku! 

5a CiwonSiga,kasanHatsarin Da keTattare Da Shi: 

makanta, ciwonkoda, bugawarzuciya, rasa gaba 

NI DA KAI YANA IYA YIWUWA MUNA DA CIWON SIGA 

.DAN HAKA BANDA NUNA BANBANCI 

Hausa  Nigeria Diabetes Online Community 

Blog.docx Posters/ diabetes care 

NGDOC NEWS 

 

Online Poster 

CiwonSiga 

5b Aisan, itosuga moa won nkanoditi o le fasiara: 
ifoju, aisanokan,aisankidinrin, igekuroese 

ENIYAN BI EMI ATI IWO NI AWON TI ONI AISAN ITO 
SUGA MA SE FI OJU TEMBELU WON 

Yoruba Nigeria Diabetes Online Community 
Blog.docx Posters/ diabetes care 

NGDOC NEWS 

 

Online Poster 
Aisanitosuga 

5c Mara NsogbuNke 
ọrỊa shuga 

o’ nwere ihe iduga: isianyaọcha, nkụchi obi, 

akụrụokpu, amputation 

 

Igbo 

Nigeria Diabetes Online Community 

Blog.docx Posters/ diabetes care 

NGDOC NEWS 

 

Online Poster 
ỌrỊashuga 

 

Table 1: Healthcare messages in Hausa, English and Yoruba 

 

Analysis and Discussion 

The same healthcare messages are captured 

in two or three languages. These are reflected 

in Table 1. Written excerpts would be 

analysed and comparison would be made on 

form and intended meaning to find out 

differences in meaning range. Next would be 

testing the conformity of written excerpts to 

the images captured in the text except 

otherwise. Excerpts would be identified as, 

for example, Vaccination—Excerpt 1a 

[English], Excerpt 1b [Hausa]; Trachoma—

Excerpt 2a[English], Excerpt 2b[Hausa]; 

Child spacing—Excerpt 3a[English]; Excerpt 

3b[Hausa], Measles—Excerpt 4a[English], 

Excerpt 4b [Hausa]; Diabetes—Excerpt 

5a[Hausa],Excerpt 5b[Yoruba], Excerpt 

5c[Igbo]. Textual analysis would precede 

image analysis in the excerpts. 
 

VACCINATION/ALURAN RIGAKAFI 

The text on vaccination is in two languages, 

English and Hausa, which were sourced from 

the same issue of a local multilingual 

newspaper. The pictures are part of a news 

item on government health programmes. 

Text 

Excerpt 1a [English]  

The excerpt is a news item on a health 

vaccination programme embarked on by a 

state government. Clearly stated is the action 

of the Commissioner of Health who, 

according to the caption, is ‘vaccinating one 

of the children.’  In the English text, the 

perception is blurred by the lack of 

specificity on the mode of vaccination. 

Language should always capture reality 

concisely. So, the word ‘vaccinating’ can 

mean any of the three: disposable syringe, jet 

injector or oral vaccine syringe. In the 

excerpt, the language in which the message is 

originally crafted is not clear in terms of 

referent. Many semiotic choices can be 

conjured. 
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+injection  + jet injection    - oral 

  
Disposable syringe     Jet injector  Oral vaccine syringe 

 

Excerpt 1b [Hausa] 

In the Hausa text, the translator uses the 

expression ‘Digawa…MaganinRigakafi’ 

meaning ‘administering oral vaccine’.In this 

text, the referent is narrowed down to one 

possibility: oral vaccine. In terms of 

specificity, only the visual text would 

explicate the disparity between the two 

written texts: the original text and translated 

text. At this point, people’s perception about 

the nature of the immunization process is 

ambiguous and this example illustrates how 

language affects reception towards healthcare 

messages. 

    - injection    - jet injection + oral 
 

Image[Excerpts 1a and b] 

Images in the two photographs are the same; 

although, the colour saturation of the image 

in English is multicolour while that in Hausa 

is monochrome. In both pictures, the gaze of 

the man and the woman are on the child who 

is held by the latter. The action process 

reveals more of an oral administration of 

vaccine than an injection. In this example, 

one text fails to capture the precise reality in 

form and intended meaning as the other text 

has done.Therefore, the image has to be 

activated to save the disparity caused by this 

lack.  

TRACHOMA/CIWON GIRAN IDO 
Posters on trachoma represent online 

healthcare messages as sponsored by an 

international health awareness organization. 

The messages are written in English and 

Hausa, while the pictures are the same in the 

two posters. 

Text 

Excerpt 2a [English]  

The poster reads ‘Fight Trachoma with Safe 

Strategy’. A list of medical procedures and 

prescriptions is presented to illustrate the safe 

strategy. They are surgery, antibiotics, face 

washing and environmental sanitation. The 

text clearly specifies the process captured by 

the graphic illustrations. Text and image 

assume equal statuses; where text identifies 

the processes captured in the pictures. 

Excerpt 2b [Hausa] 

In the Hausa text, the heading reads, ‘Yaki 

Da Ciwon Giran Ido ta Matakai Mafi Dacewa 

KamarHaka’. Literally in English, it means 

‘War on Trachoma in Ways that are Safer 

like these(ones)’. Although the translated text 

selects a much stronger term in choosing 

‘war’, It slightly escapes the violation of 

collocational restrictions (where ‘war’ is 

preferred to ‘fight’, which is ‘fada’ in 

Hausa).One possible explanation for this 

occurrence is the argument that each 

language packages meaning differently both 

syntagmatically and praradigmatically( 

Cruse,1990). Free translation is guilty of 

ignoring form and intended meaning of the 

source text (Wei Lu and Hong Fang, 2012). 
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However, the Hausa text points to the 

procedures that follow. This is absent in the 

English text. A closer attention on the 

procedures in the two languages reveals the 

following: Surgery—Aikin Tiyata, 

antibiotics—magunguna, face washing—

wankefuska and environmental sanitation—

tsabtanmahali. Lack of specificity is 

illustrated in the choices made for antibiotics 

(English) - a hyponym of medicine. In the 

translated text, the choice is ‘magunguna’ 

which means medicine but the word used in 

English is antibiotics. There exists a phrasal 

equivalent to the hyponym of magunguna in 

this case. It reads like this: maganinciwon 

Giranido ( a more specific term for 

antibiotics meant for the treatment of 

Trachoma). 

 

Superordinate Hyponym(English) Hyponym(Hausa) 

+ Magunguna/+Medicine +antibiotic 

-medicine 

+ maganinciwon Giranido 

 - magunguna 

 

 

Image [ Excerpts 2a and b] 

The two posters display an awareness 

message against the medical condition 

identified as Trachoma (Ciwon GiranIdo). 

The images display two doctors operating on 

a patient in the theatre, a caplet identified as 

antibiotics intended for treatment after 

surgery, a man washing his face apparently 

as a hygienic measure long after surgery and 

a woman keeping the environment clean. The 

same procedures are identified in the Hausa 

poster which are not specific by identifying 

the caplet as just medicine. The specificity 

density in the Hausa text is weak and results 

in semantic abnormality. If the English text is 

taken away, the bilingual reader of English 

and Hausa would end up confused with the 

idea of being treated with an unspecified 

medicine(magunguna in Hausa). In the 

Hausa text, the image fails to redeem the text 

by specifying what type of medicine the 

caplet is known by.  

CHILD SPACING / DAIDAITA 

TSAKANIN HAIHUWAR YARA 

Healthcare messages on child spacing were 

got from a billboard. English and Hausa, as 

used in the messages, reflect the languages 

spoken in the community. Contrasting 

images are used to idealize the notion of 

child spacing as well. 

Text 

Excerpt 3a[English] 

The advice in the billboard reads: make a 

plan for your family / Space your child 

adequately.  The main text is in English. It 

describes the reason for the child spacing 

since one of the images highlights the 

disadvantages of a large family.  

Excerpt 3b [Hausa] 

Unlike the text in English, the Hausa version 

is more of an idea, not advice. The reason for 

this deduction is the idea bubble that marks 

off the Hausa text; so the text operates at the 

level inferred meaning. The text 

Daidaitatsakaninhaihuwaryara, shine 

farincikindukiyayein English means:the right 

way to give birth is the joy of every parent. 

Since the English version talks about family, 

could the Hausa word ‘iyali’(family) not 

serve as a better lexical choice than 

‘iyaye’(parents)? Undoubtedly, it would not 

run the risk of dead or mechanical 

translation; as argued by Wei Lu and Hong 

Fang (2012). However, literal translation, in 

this case, is quite successful. . 

Image[Excerpts 3a and b] 
Images used to enhance the English and 

Hausa texts complement each other. One 
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serves as a consequence of the other. The 

first image portrays a large family that is 

saddled with the burden of making a living. 

The close age gap between the children is 

illustrated by the large family size. 

Consequently, they cannot afford a good 

means of transportation. Some of the family 

members are cramped on a bicycle while 

others have to cover the distance by foot. In 

contrast is the image with a woman and two 

children who apparently alight from a 

spacious car that can accommodate them. 

The artist’s projection of the two children 

illustrates the idea of child spacing. The 

image enhances the Hausa and English texts 

at the level of enhancement(cause and effect). 

MEASLES/CHIWON KYANDA 

Health care messages captured in the two 

posters were in English and Hausa. Images 

captured in the posters displayed equal 

number of pictures and colour orientation.  

Text 

Excerpt 4a [English]  
The poster is a healthcare message on 

Measles. The concern is in the sentence 

Ensure your child completes all routine 

immunization before the age of one. Keep 

your child’s immunization card safe! It 

emphasizes the need to carry out regular 

immunization appointments before a 

particular age. The English text is straight 

forward at least to the multilingual reader. 

Excerpt 4b [Hausa] 

A part of the translated text is the sentence 

Ku tabaryaranku sun kamala 

aluransunarigakafinyara. Ku 

adanakatinrigakafinyaranku! In the Hausa 

text, the expectation, after translation, is to 

avoid meaning variance. For example the 

phrase ‘yaranku’ means ‘your children’ in 

English. The choice has nothing to do with 

paradigmatic packaging of the Hausa 

language because apt choices exist. 

English    Hausa 
+ Your Child          + Yaron ka or ki   

          + Yar ka or ki 

   - Yaran ku 

 

+ Your children             + Yaran ku  
 

The right use of the expression in Hausa would do no damage to literal translation of the text. In 

other words, the demand for specificity is crucial to meaning; especially to a multilingual group.  

Image [Excerpts 4a and b] 

Images captured in both the Hausa and English texts are the same.They comprise two frames: the 

first shows a nurse injecting a child (inferred from the text as an illustration of a nine-month old 

child who is held steady by the mother); the second shows another nurse injecting a much older 

child(inferred from the text as an illustration of a five-year old child).A third image represents a 

child afflicted by measles (in other words, the child has not been immunized against measles). In 

terms of specificity, the syringes show the processes of immunization. 

 a. + 9 months child                       + 5 year old child -afflicted child 

 b. + disposable syringe - jet injector           - oral vaccine 

Of course, the three children cannot represent the phrase ‘yaranku’(Your Children) as captured in 

the Hausa text. Each child comes from a different background and is individually represented by + 

Yaronka or ki / + Yarka or ki. If the texts fail at this level of interpretation, the translator must turn 

to the image for clarity.  
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DIABETES/CIWON SIGA/AISAN ITO SUGA/ỌRỊA SHUGA 

The choice of three languages in this respect relates to the availability of material on Diabetes in 

the major languages of Hausa, Igbo, and Yoruba. Hausa, Yoruba and Igbo Health care messages 

were available due to the prevalence of the condition across cultures. Equally,the graphic display 

in the three languages was the same. 

Excerpt 5a [Hausa] 
As discussed in other samples of text, only the aspects of abnormality would merit attention. The 

message reads  

Hausa:Ciwonsiga, KasanHatsarin da ketattare da shimakanta: ciwonkoda, 

bugawarzuciya, rasa gaɓa. Ni da kaiyanaiyayiwuwamuna da ciwonsiga. Dan 

hakabandanunabanbanci 

English:Diabetes; know its consequences: blindness, kidney problem, heart disease,and 

amputation. You and I could have diabetes. For this reason, do not discriminate. 

Literal translation would give a fair pass to the above translation. No instance of ambiguity is 

found in both the Hausa text and the provided English translation. A look at the other text would 

prove how close the other translations are to the texts in Hausa and English. 

Excerpt 5b [Yoruba] 
Yoruba is a highly tonal language. Marks of accent determine the meaning of words or 

expressions. For this reason, elements of transliteration have to be adopted in the process of 

translation. A version of the Yoruba translation reads like this: 

Yoruba:Aisanitosuga: moawonnkanoditi o le fasiara: ifoju, aisankidinrin, 

aisanokan,igekuroese. Eniyan bi emiatiiwoniawontioniaisanitosuga. Ma se fi ojutembele 

won. 

English: Diabetes: know the negative effects it can cause to your body: blindness, kidney 

problem, heart disease, amputation of the legs. You and I might have diabetes patients. Do 

not underestimate them. 

Yoruba(with tonal marks): …Eníyańbíemíatííwϙ níáwońtí ϙníᾳísánítϙ suga, mᾳséfí 

ϙjútémbélewọń. 

Tonal marks have been placed on the aspects that cause the semantic abnormality. It can now be 

interpreted as ‘You and I might have it.Do not discriminate against them.’  This tonal variance is 

unlike the earlier excerpt thatshows ‘You and I might have diabetes patients. Do not underestimate 

them’.Lack of specificity in this example is not caused by inappropriate word choice or hyponym 

but by absence of tonal marks. Translators have to be conscious of the language system in the 

course of translation. 

Excerpt 5c[Igbo] 
Adding a fourth language to the analysis expands the scope of semantic abnormality in translated 

texts. Igbo also, like Yoruba, is a tonal language where the absence of tonal markers could change 

the meaning of an expression. Below is an excerpt from a translated text on diabetes. 

Igbo: Mara nsogbu na-eso oria shuga: isi anya, ocha akpuruokpu, nkuchi obi na amputations. Otu 

onye n’ ime mmadu abuo nwere ovia shuja ma ha amaghi. Mu na gi nwerwe ike inwe ya. O na-

aria onye obula. Mmadu dika m na-gi nwere ike iria oria shuga. Anyi e kwesighi i leha anya na 

adighi ma. 

English: Know the problems associated withdiabetes: eye problem, kidney problem, heart 

problem, amputations.One among two people is suffering from the problem of sugar without 
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knowing it. You and I can have it. It can affect anybody. People can suffer from diabetes like you 

and I. Do not discriminate against them. 

The challenge in the Igbo text is the inability of the translator to supply a linguistic choice for the 

English term ‘amputation’ which is a partial instance of code-mixing. Of course, on engaging the 

text, the native speaker of Igbo would be forced to look around for an interpreter because of the 

strange import. Amputation is translated in Igbo as ‘igbubeụkwụ’.  

 

Image [Excerpts 5a, b and c] 

 A marked similarity is found in the info-

graphic images used in the three health care 

messages. Colour saturations of blue, black, 

brown, red, purple, green, and white are used 

to separate the different aspects of the 

messages. Textboxes of different shapes are 

spatially arranged much to the design 

preference of the writer. However, apart from 

presenting the messages graphically, the 

images do not explicate the text. Rather, they 

add to design aesthetics.  

In summary, the study examines five classes 

of health care messages in newspapers, 

posters, billboards and online pages. These 

cover health issues like vaccination, 

trachoma, child spacing, measles and 

diabetes issued by healt –care providers to 

the end users. The analyses of multilingual 

texts focused on textual compatibility and 

multimodal features. Deductions from the 

vaccination news item showed that the Hausa 

text was more precise than the English text in 

identifying the vaccination type (oral 

vaccine). In both texts, the images were 

exactly the same and they agreed with the 

preciseness of the Hausa text. English and 

Hausa posters on trachoma were also 

analysed. The Hausa text replaced a 

hyponym (antibiotics) in English with a 

superordinate item (medicine-magunguna). 

Another example involved the use of a 

stronger hyponym (Yaki) in the Hausa text as 

a translation for the English word 

(Fight).Word-for- word translation. It was 

concluded, and resulted in mechanical 

translation but the relevance of word choice 

forming the nuclei of meaning was stressed. 

Both images on trachoma agreed with both 

texts; the only abnormalities occurred 

between some textual contents of both texts. 

Child spacing, in English and Hausa, formed 

the third corpus. The only instance of tension 

was the replacement of the expression in 

English (your family) with a less appropriate 

choice in Hausa (iyaye-parents). Images on 

the billboard depicted the notion of family 

precisely. In this example, the Hausa 

translator should have activated the images to 

punctuate specificity in word choice. A 

fourth corpus comprised two posters written 

in English and Hausa on the subject of 

measles. The only aspect of semantic tension 

in the two texts was the replacement of the 

English expression ‘your child’ with the 

inappropriate Hausa equivalent 

‘yaranku’(your children)—and this example 

has nothing to do with cultural perception but 

excessive free translation—which Wei Lu 

and Hong Fang warned against. Both posters 

(Hausa and English) presented the same 

aptness in image orientation that justified the 

use of yaronka/yarki Hausa rather than 

‘yaranku’. Three graphic texts on diabetes 

made up the fifth set analysed for 

abnormality. The first, in Hausa, was precise. 

However, the other two in Yoruba and Igbo 

raised inferential challenges. Absent tonal 

markers in the Yoruba text subjected it to 

multiple interpretations; from which it was 

concluded that a text fails at the point where 

it generates multiple meanings. In the Igbo 

text, tonal makers were used accurately but 

the translator fell short of providing an 
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equivalent or near-equivalent for the English 

word ‘amputation’. To surmount this 

challenge, the Igbo translator used code-

mixing which apparently creates confusion to 

the monolingual Igbo reader. It is at this point 

that the text failed to infer meaning. Graphic 

info-graphs were used in the diabetes posters 

which serve as more of stylistic choices than 

meaning enhancing multimodal devices. It is 

pertinent to reiterate that the five corpora 

used in the study reveal the different ways an 

imprecise use of lexical and expression 

choices could affect meaning. These 

manifestations give rise to semantic 

abnormality. 

Conclusion 

The study makes a significant reference to 

the place of lexical semantics in translation. 

Language should evolve a distinct schema of 

interpreting reality appropriately by being 

specific. If it does so, translators and speakers 

should make a conscious effort to be more 

precise in subjects that pertain to health. One 

of the reasons for this notion is the relevance 

of language on healthcare perceptions. Word 

choices become an intuitive exercise in the 

process of translation. Arguments about what 

should or should not be part of translation 

would continue to keep scholars engaged. 

One important point is the need to reduce the 

margin of ambiguity by increasing the level 

of specificity in translated texts. The wider 

the level of disparity across translated texts, 

the more confusion it causes to the 

multilingual reader. Among expressions or 

word choices, there exist hyponyms that are 

more precise in depicting a concept or idea. 

This consequently reduces ambiguity.  In 

translating texts, multimodal resources could 

be activated for exactness in form and 

intended meaning. Any language that 

concerns healthcare should be specific 

because the language of medicine is precise. 

Consequently, readers, on coming across 

multilingual texts, would not be over tasked 

with deciphering knotty semantic puzzles that 

result from imprecise word choice. Similarly, 

the general public, through precise language 

would know what to expect of health 

programmes.  
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APPENDIX 1a: News item on vaccination in English         APPENDIX 1b: News item on vaccination in Hausa 
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Appendix 4b: Measles poster in Hausa  Appendix 5a: Diabetes poster in Hausa 
 

    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 5a: Diabetes poster in Yoruba               Appendix 5c: Diabetes poster in Igbo 
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